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Description

Field of the invention

[0001] The invention relates to an electrically amplified
stringed instrument comprising an elongated stringed ar-
rangement including a first end and a second end.

Background of the invention

[0002] Different kinds of stringed guitar instruments
are known in the art, however there is always a demand
for stringed instruments enabling new musical expres-
sional methods or stringed instruments enabling that a
single person can create new sounds or more complex
music.
[0003] From US 4,343,217 it is known to form a
stringed instrument by means of two stringed devices
extending in opposite directions from the same body. The
stringed instrument is connected to the musician through
a pivotal joint enabling that the musician easily may rotate
the stringed instrument to optionally play either of the
stringed devices. However only one stringed device may
be played at a time and the instrument is very space
consuming.
[0004] Thus, from US 4,377,101 it is known form a bass
and a guitar on the same neck and body enabling that
the two instruments may be played at the same time, in
that the guitar strings and the bass strings are arranged
in the normal order with the thinnest string at the bottom
and the thickness of the strings increasing upwards.
However the expressional methods are still quite limited.
[0005] An object of the invention is therefore to provide
for a stringed instrument providing increased musical ex-
pressional methods.

Brief Summary

[0006] The invention provides for an electrically ampli-
fied stringed instrument comprising an elongated
stringed arrangement including a first end and a second
end. The stringed arrangement further comprises a first
string device including a first set of strings extending be-
tween the first end and the second end of the stringed
arrangement and a second string device including a sec-
ond set of strings extending between the first end and
the second end of the stringed arrangement. The first
string device and the second string device are arranged
side by side so that a cross section of at least some of
the strings of the first set of strings increases towards the
second string device and so that a cross section of at
least some of the strings of the second set of strings
increases towards the first string device. The first string
device comprises at least one first amplifying means ar-
ranged at the first end of the elongated string arrange-
ment and the second string device comprises at least
one second amplifying means arranged at the second
end of the elongated string arrangement.

[0007] Arranging the amplifying means on different
stringed devices at opposite ends of the stringed arrange-
ment enables that the various possible playing styles us-
ing one or both of the stringed devices are also available
when the stringed arrangement is rotated so that the ends
swap position. For example a playing style of selecting
tones on one stringed device with one hand and striking,
plucking or tapping strings of both stringed devices with
the other hand works also when the stringed arrange-
ment is rotated, just with the one hand now selecting
notes on the other stringed device, and the other hand
striking, plucking or tapping strings of both stringed de-
vices. However, this would only be practical if the gen-
erated sound is electrically amplified in that a stringed
instrument comprising soundboxes at both ends of the
stringed arrangement would be difficult to play and ex-
pensive to manufacture.
[0008] Arranging the amplifying means at opposite
ends of the stringed arrangement also enables that the
two stringed devices may have different designs visually
and/or musically, and that the stringed instrument may
be played in at least two different ways depending of
which end of the instrument is played and/or how the
instrument is orientated. Hereby it is possible to generate
a big variety of musical expressional methods on the
same stringed instrument.
[0009] On a normal traditional stringed instrument -
such as a guitar - the cross section of at least some of
the strings increases upwards so that lighter notes are
played on the lower strings and the deeper notes are
played on the upper strings. Thus, forming the string de-
vices so that the cross section of at least some of the
strings of the first set of strings increases towards the
second string device and so that a cross section of at
least some of the strings of the second set of strings
increases towards the first string device is advantageous
in that the lower of the two string devices always can be
played as a normal guitar, bass, etc., no matter which of
the two string devices is the lowest - i.e. no matter how
the stringed arrangement is orientated. Only if the user
e.g. would use a thumb to tap the upper string device
while playing traditionally with the other four fingers on
the lower string device, or use both hands for tapping on
both string devices simultaneously, etc., the user would
have to learn a new playing style - but this would be the
case no matter what since it is not common to play two
different string devices simultaneously.
[0010] In this context the term "amplifying means"
should be understood as any kind of amplifying device
or at least a part of an amplifying device such as any kind
of pickup, e.g. single coil, humbucker, piezo, etc., micro-
phone, transducer or other devices suitable for generat-
ing an electrical signal in accordance with vibrations of
the strings of a stringed instrument. The electrical signal
of each amplifying means, e.g. pickup, may preferably
be made available separately, e.g. as different channels
in a stereo jack, for individual audio processing and am-
plification. In an aspect several microphones or pickups
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are provided, e.g. one for each string for each group of
a few strings, and the electrical signals may be routed
separately or accumulated with either channel of choice,
thereby making it possibly to redefine which strings’ vi-
brations appear in which output channel of e.g. two chan-
nels.
[0011] In an aspect of the invention, the stringed ar-
rangement is mounted on a body.
[0012] Hereby is achieved an advantageous embodi-
ment of the invention.
[0013] In an aspect of the invention, the stringed ar-
rangement is connected to the body through a pivotal
joint.
[0014] Connecting the stringed arrangement to the
body through a pivotal joint enables the stringed arrange-
ment to be rotated while the body is held in a fixed position
relative to the musician. This enables that the musician
easily can change which end of the stringed arrangement
to play normal without having to rotate the entire stringed
instrument.
[0015] In an aspect of the invention, the pivotal joint is
arranged in the middle between the first end and the sec-
ond end of the elongated stringed arrangement.
[0016] Arranging the pivotal joint in the middle of the
stringed arrangement enables that the shape of the
stringed instrument is substantially identical no matter if
the first end or second end of the stringed arrangement
is arranged at the body. This makes the stringed instru-
ment easier to play as playing the first end and second
end of the stringed arrangement can be done in a similar
way simply by rotating the stringed arrangement relative
to the body.
[0017] In an aspect of the invention, the body is elon-
gated in the direction of the first set of strings and the
second set of strings during use of the stringed instrument
and wherein the body comprises a first strap fastening
means arranged at a first body end of the elongated body
and a second strap fastening means arranged at a sec-
ond body end of the elongated body.
[0018] Arranging the strap fastening means at the first
body end and the second body end of the elongated body
enables that the body more easily can be centred in front
of the musician and the orientation of the body more eas-
ily can be controlled so that the stringed instrument can
be positioned in a more natural playing position in relation
to the musician.
[0019] In this context the term "use of the stringed in-
strument" should be understood as when using the
stringed instrument to generate music by striking, pluck-
ing or tapping one or more strings with one hand - either
directly or with striking means such as a plectrum - while
selecting tones by pressing down on one or more of the
strings, or tapping strings, with the other hand.
[0020] In an aspect of the invention, the first amplifying
means and the second amplifying means are arranged
to generate an electrical signal in accordance with vibra-
tions of the first set of strings and the second set of strings
respectively, wherein the pivotal joint comprises conduct-

ing means for conducting the electrical signals through
the pivotal joint.
[0021] Conducting the electrical signals from amplify-
ing means through the pivotal joint enables that the elec-
trical signals from both string devices can easily be con-
ducted to a fixed plug typically positioned on the body
instead of having cables hanging out from both amplifying
means.
[0022] In an aspect of the invention, said first string
device and/or second string device comprise frets.
[0023] Hereby is achieved an advantageous embodi-
ment of the invention.
[0024] In an aspect of the invention, only the first string
device or the second string device comprise frets.
[0025] Arranging combinations of fretted and not fret-
ted string devices can provide the musician with a greater
variation of tones and thereby enabling increased possi-
bilities for musical expressions. In an aspect of the in-
vention, one or both of the string devices comprises only
partial fretting to even further increase the usability of the
instrument for certain playing styles.
[0026] In an aspect of the invention, the stringed in-
strument comprises fixation means for fixating the body
and the elongated stringed arrangement in relation to
mutual rotation during use of the stringed instrument.
[0027] Applying fixations means for fixating the body
and the elongated stringed instrument against mutual ro-
tation increases the stability of the stringed instrument
which makes it easier to play.
[0028] In an aspect of the invention, the fixation means
comprise a ball plunger.
[0029] Applying a ball plunger as means for fixation is
a simple and cost efficient way of fixating the body and
the elongated stringed instrument against mutual rota-
tion.
[0030] In an aspect of the invention, the first string de-
vice and the second string device are arranged to extend
substantially in the same plane.
[0031] Arranging the first and the second string device
substantially in the same plane enables easier access to
both string devices at the same time with the same hand.
[0032] A string device according to the present inven-
tion will typically comprise an elongated board which in
each end is provided with means for fixating the strings
so that the string extends over a front surface of the board.
In embodiments this front surface could be provided with
frets.
[0033] Therefore, in this context the term "substantially
in the same plane" should be understood as the front
surfaces being aligned in the same plane or the first set
of strings and the second set of strings being substantially
aligned in the same plane.
[0034] However it should be understood that the
means for fixating the strings in either ends of the string
devices might not have similar height which will entail
that the strings of the first string device and the second
string device may be slightly sloping in opposite direc-
tions. As most musicians find it easier to perform tapping
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in the area with least distance between the strings and
the board, an embodiment of the invention with opposite-
ly sloping strings is highly advantageous as it improves
the usability of the playing style where the musician is
supposed to use one hand to both strike or pluck strings
of one of the string devices in the pickup area, and at the
same time use the thumb of the same hand to tap strings
on the other string device.
[0035] In an aspect of the invention, free space is pro-
vided between the first string device and the second
string device.
[0036] Providing free space between the first and the
second string device reduces the risk of vibrations trans-
mitting from one string device to the other. Furthermore,
when playing e.g. a guitar the hand playing the neck of
the guitar usually is placed beneath the neck so that the
fingers extend upwards towards the strings. However,
occasionally and/or in certain musical styles, musicians
use the thumb of that same hand to press or tap a string
from the opposite side of the neck. Therefore forming a
free space between the string devices also enables this
playing style.
[0037] In an aspect a groove or slide bar or the like is
provided longitudinally between the first and the second
string device or on one or both sides of the stringed ar-
rangement, for mounting a capo with matching fastening
means so that it can slide along the stringed device and
engage the strings at a user-defined position. This is ad-
vantageous, as a normal capo for strapping around a
guitar neck is not suitable for at least some embodiments
of the invention.

Figures

[0038] The invention will be described in the following
with reference to the figures in which

fig. 1 illustrates a elongated stringed arrangement
with the two string devices arranged side by side,
as seen from the front,

fig. 2 illustrates a elongated stringed arrangement
provided with free space between the two string
devices, as seen from the front,

fig. 3 illustrates a stringed arrangement mounted on
a body, as seen from the front,

fig. 4 illustrates a cross section through the middle of
a stringed instrument, as seen from the bottom,
and

fig. 5 illustrates a cross section through the body and
the stringed arrangement, as seen from the side.

Detailed description

[0039] Fig. 1 illustrates an elongated stringed arrange-

ment 2 with the two string devices 5, 7 arranged side by
side, as seen from the front.
[0040] In this embodiment the elongated stringed ar-
rangement 2 comprises a first string device 5 and a sec-
ond string device 7 both in the form of electrically ampli-
fied bass guitars. However, in another embodiment the
first string device 5 and/or the second string device 7
could be an electrically amplified classical guitar, a tenor
guitar, a twelve-string guitar or another form of guitar, or
comprise a mix of guitar and bass strings.
[0041] In this embodiment each string device 5, 7 com-
prise a separate board 26 on which means for fixating
the strings 6, 8 - in the form of bridges 27 - are arranged
in either ends of the string devices 5, 7 so that the set of
strings 6, 8 extends substantially the entire length of the
string devices 5, 7.
[0042] In this embodiment the boards 26 of the two
string devices 5, 7 are arranged side by side so that they
are abutting, enabling that a musician can play both string
devices 5, 7 at the same time.
[0043] In another embodiment the boards 26 of the two
string devices 5, 7 could be formed as a single monolithic
board e.g. to provide better stability when playing the
strings 9 of either string device 5, 7 on a single board.
[0044] Also in another embodiment the two stringed
devices 5, 7 could be separated by vibration damping
means such as a rubber lining, a metal rail or another
device suited for damping the vibrations and/or prevent
vibrations from traveling from one string device 5, 7 to
the other.
[0045] In this embodiment the neighboring sides of the
first string device 5 and the second string device 7 are
sloping, making the two string devices 5, 7 wider at one
end. This is advantageous in that it enables that the
strings 6, 8 may be spread further apart at the end where
they are stroked - thus increasing the chance of hitting
the right string while playing. However, in another em-
bodiment of the first string device 5 and/or the second
string device 7 could be provided with another shape
such as rectangular, curved, triangular or another more
or less complex shape.
[0046] In this embodiment the first string device 5 is
provided with frets 19 in substantially the entire length of
the first string device 5 while no frets 19 are provided on
the second string device 7. However, in another embod-
iment the second string device 7 could also or instead
comprise frets 19 substantially in the entire length of the
string device 7, both string devices 5, 7 could be formed
without frets 19 or one or both string devices 5, 7 could
only be provided with frets 19 in only parts of the length
of the string devices 5, 7. The distribution of frets 19 on
one or both string devices 5, 7 enables that a great variety
of string devices 5, 7 can be formed depending on how
the stringed arrangement 2 is orientated - i.e. which string
device 5, 7 is lower - and different fretted and non-fretted
parts may be played simultaneous.
[0047] In this embodiment the first string device 5 com-
prises a single first amplifying means 10 arranged at a
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first end 3 of the stringed arrangement 2 and the second
string device 7 comprises a single second amplifying
means 11 arranged at the second end 4 of the stringed
arrangement 2. However, in another embodiment the first
string device 5 and/or the second string device 7 could
comprise more than one amplifying means 10, 11 and/or
the amplifying means 10, 11 could be located differently
on the string devices 5, 7.
[0048] In this embodiment the first end 3 is the first half
of the stringed arrangement 2 and the second end 4 is
the other half of the stringed arrangement 2.
[0049] In this embodiment first set of strings 6 of the
first string device 5 and second set of strings 8 of the
second string device 7 each comprises five strings 9.
However, in another embodiment one or both of the two
string devices 5, 7 could comprise number of strings 9
such as four, three or less strings or six, seven eight or
more strings 9.
[0050] In this embodiment the first set of strings 6 and
the second set of strings 8 are at one end (the wide end
in this case) connected to the bridges 27 through tuning
keys 22 enabling that the tension of each string 9 can be
individually adjusted.
[0051] In this embodiment each string device 5, 7 is in
the end opposite the tuning keys 22 provided with three
sound adjusting means 23. In this embodiment these
sound adjusting means 23 are potentiometers arranged
to adjust bass, treble and volume of the respective string
device 5, 7 but in another embodiment the string devices
5, 7 would comprise no sound adjusting means 23, the
string devices 5, 7 would comprise another number of
sound adjusting means 23, the functions of one or more
of the sound adjusting means 23 could be different and/or
one or more of the sound adjusting means 23 could be
located different on the stringed instrument 1, for exam-
ple in the same end as the tuning keys, or on the body.
[0052] Fig. 2 illustrates an elongated stringed arrange-
ment 2 provided with free space 28 between the two
string devices 5, 7, as seen from the front.
[0053] In this embodiment the first string device 5 and
the second string device 7 are separated by a gap - i.e.
the free space 28 - enabling the musician to press or tap
strings with the thumb of the hand grasping the neck.
[0054] Fig. 3 illustrates a stringed arrangement 2
mounted on a body 12, as seen from the front.
[0055] In the embodiment the body 12 is shaped as a
simple rectangle. However in another embodiment the
body 12 could be formed as a square, a triangle or with
a more complex shape e.g. the standard shape of a guitar
body or any other kind of shape.
[0056] In this embodiment the body 12 comprises a
first strap fastening means 14 arranged at the first body
end 15 - i.e. the end opposite the stringed arrangement
2 - and a second strap fastening means 16 arranged at
a second body end 17 of the elongated body 12 - i.e. the
end at the stringed arrangement 2.
[0057] In this embodiment the two strap fastening
means 14, 16 are used for connecting a strap 24 to the

body 12, enabling a musician to carry the electrically am-
plified stringed instrument 1 by resting the strap 24 on
the shoulder of the musician, while playing the instru-
ment.
[0058] In this embodiment the body 12 is substantially
positioned at one end of the elongated stringed arrange-
ment 2 enabling the musician to play the electrically am-
plified stringed instrument 1 like a traditional bass. How-
ever, in another embodiment the elongated stringed ar-
rangement 2 could be arranged in the middle of the body
12 or at a different location of the body 12 enabling a
different playing position.
[0059] In this embodiment the body 12 and the boards
26 of the stringed devices 5, 7 are substantially entirely
made from wood. However, in another embodiment the
body 12 and/or the boards 26 could instead or also be
formed by a plastic material, a composite material, metal
or other material suited for forming components of a
stringed instrument 1 or any combination thereof.
[0060] Fig. 4 illustrates a cross section through the mid-
dle of a stringed instrument 1, as seen from the bottom.
[0061] In this embodiment the body 12 and elongated
stringed arrangement 2 are connected by means of a
pivotal joint 13 enabling that the stringed arrangement 2
may be rotated at least 180° back and forth in relation to
the body 12 - while the body 12 can remain stationary in
relation to the user of the stringed instrument 1.
[0062] In this embodiment the pivotal joint 13 is formed
by mutually engaging metal parts but in another embod-
iment the pivotal joint 13 could comprise a ball bearing,
a journal bearing or other enabling the rotation of the
stringed arrangement 2.
[0063] In this embodiment the electrical signals gen-
erated by the amplifying means 10, 11 are transmitted
to an output plug 25 located on the stationary body 12.
This means that the electrical signals should preferably
be transmitted through the pivotal joint 13. Thus, in this
embodiment the pivotal joint 13 comprises conducting
means 18 arranged to conduct the electrical signals by
means of a slip ring arrangement but in another embod-
iment of the invention the signals could be conducted by
means of other means known in the art capable of con-
ducting electrical signals through a rotating joint. Or in
another embodiment one or more output plugs 25 could
be arranged directly on the stringed arrangement 2, the
electrical signals could be conducted from the stringed
arrangement 2 to the body 12 by means of cables or the
electrical signals could be wirelessly transmitted to a re-
ceiver integrated with the body 12 or to a receiver external
to the stringed instrument 1.
[0064] In this embodiment the stringed instrument 1 is
provided with fixation means 20 enabling that the stringed
arrangement 2 is maintained in the correct position in
relation to the body 12 when the stringed arrangement 2
is not rotated. In this embodiment the fixation means 20
comprise a ball plunger 21 arranged in the body 12 so
that the ball of the ball plunger 21 engages a correspond-
ing depression in the backside of the stringed arrange-
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ment 2 when the stringed arrangement 2 is correctly ori-
entated in relation to the body 12.
[0065] However, in another embodiment the fixation
means 20 could be formed in a number of other ways,
such as a plug arranged to engage corresponding holes,
dedicated fittings, a bolt, screws or any other way ena-
bling that the stringed arrangement 2 may be rotatably
fixed in relation the body either in predefined positions
or stepless.
[0066] Fig. 5 illustrates a cross section through the
body 12 and the stringed arrangement 12, as seen from
the side.
[0067] In this embodiment the cross section of all the
strings 9 of the first set of strings 6 increases towards the
second string device 7 and the cross section of all the
strings 9 of the second set of strings 8 increases towards
the first string device 5. However, in another embodiment
the cross sectional size of only some of the strings 9 of
the first set of strings 6 and/or only some of the strings 9
of the second string device 7 increases towards the other
string device 5, 7, respectively.
[0068] The invention has been exemplified above with
reference to specific examples of stringed instrument 1,
stringed arrangements 2, string devices 5, 7, amplifying
means 10, 11 and other. However, it should be under-
stood that the invention is not limited to the particular
examples described above but may be designed and al-
tered in a multitude of varieties within the scope of the
invention as specified in the claims.

List

[0069]

1. Electrically amplified stringed instrument
2. Elongated stringed arrangement
3. First end of stringed arrangement
4. Second end of stringed arrangement
5. First string device
6. First set of strings
7. Second string device
8. Second set of strings
9. String
10. First amplifying means
11. Second amplifying means
12. Body
13. Pivotal joint
14. First strap fastening means
15. First body end
16. Second strap fastening means
17. Second body end
18. Conducting means
19. Frets
20. Fixation means
21. Ball plunger
22. Tuning key
23. Sound adjusting means
24. Strap

25. Output plug
26. Board
27. Bridge
28. Free space

Claims

1. An electrically amplified stringed instrument (1) com-
prising: a body (12) and an elongated stringed ar-
rangement (2) including a first end (3) and a second
end (4), wherein said stringed arrangement (2) fur-
ther comprises a first string device (5) including a
first set of strings (6) extending between said first
end (3) and said second end (4) of said stringed ar-
rangement (2) and a second string device (7) includ-
ing a second set of strings (8) extending between
said first end (3) and said second end (4) of said
stringed arrangement (2), wherein said first string
device (5) and said second string device (7) are ar-
ranged side by side so that a cross section of at least
some of the strings (9) of said first set of strings (6)
increases towards said second string device (7) and
so that a cross section of at least some of said strings
(9) of said second set of strings (8) increases towards
said first string device (5),
wherein said first string device (5) comprises at least
one first amplifying means (10) arranged at said first
end (3) of said elongated stringed arrangement (2)
and said second string device (7) comprises at least
one second amplifying means (11) arranged at said
second end (4) of said elongated stringed arrange-
ment (2),
wherein said stringed arrangement (2) is mounted
on said body (12), and
wherein said stringed arrangement (2) is connected
to said body (12) through a pivotal joint (13).

2. The electrically amplified stringed instrument (1) ac-
cording to claim 1, wherein said pivotal joint (13) is
arranged in the middle between said first end (3) and
said second end (4) of said elongated stringed ar-
rangement (2).

3. The electrically amplified stringed instrument (1) ac-
cording to claim 1 or 2, wherein said body (12) is
elongated in the direction of said first set of strings
(6) and said second set of strings (8) during use of
said stringed instrument (1) and wherein said body
(12) comprises a first strap fastening means (14) ar-
ranged at a first body end (15) of said elongated body
(12) and a second strap fastening means (16) ar-
ranged at a second body end (17) of said elongated
body (12).

4. The electrically amplified stringed instrument (1) ac-
cording to any of claim 1-3, wherein said first ampli-
fying means (10) and said second amplifying means
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(11) are arranged to generate an electrical signal in
accordance with vibrations of said first set of strings
(6) and said second set of strings (8) respectively,
wherein said pivotal joint (13) comprises conducting
means (18) for conducting said electrical signals
through said pivotal joint (13).

5. The electrically amplified stringed instrument (1) ac-
cording to any of the preceding claims, wherein said
first string device (5) and/or second string device (7)
comprise frets (19).

6. The electrically amplified stringed instrument (1) ac-
cording to claim 5, wherein only said first string de-
vice (5) or said second string device (7) comprise
frets (19).

7. The electrically amplified stringed instrument (1) ac-
cording to any of the preceding claims, wherein said
stringed instrument (1) comprises fixation means
(20) for fixating said body (12) and said elongated
stringed arrangement (2) in relation to mutual rota-
tion during use of said stringed instrument (1).

8. The electrically amplified stringed instrument (1) ac-
cording to claim 7, wherein said fixation means (20)
comprise a ball plunger (21).

9. The electrically amplified stringed instrument (1) ac-
cording to any of the preceding claims, wherein said
first string device (5) and said second string device
(7) are arranged to extend substantially in the same
plane.

10. The electrically amplified stringed instrument (1) ac-
cording to any of the preceding claims, wherein free
space (28) is provided between said first string de-
vice (5) and said second string device (7).

Patentansprüche

1. Elektrisch verstärktes Saiteninstrument (1), umfas-
send:
einen Körper (12) und eine längliche Saitenanord-
nung (2), enthaltend ein erstes Ende (3) und ein
zweites Ende (4), wobei die Saitenanordnung (2) fer-
ner eine erste Saitenvorrichtung (5), enthaltend ei-
nen ersten Satz Saiten (6), die sich zwischen dem
ersten Ende (3) und dem zweiten Ende (4) der Sai-
tenanordnung (2) erstrecken, und eine zweite Sai-
tenvorrichtung (7), enthaltend einen zweiten Satz
Saiten (8), die sich zwischen dem ersten Ende (3)
und dem zweiten Ende (4) der Saitenanordnung (2)
erstrecken, umfasst, wobei die erste Saitenvorrich-
tung (5) und die zweite Saitenvorrichtung (7) Seite
an Seite angeordnet sind, so dass ein Querschnitt
von mindestens einigen der Saiten (9) des ersten

Satzes Saiten (6) zur zweiten Saitenvorrichtung (7)
zunimmt und so dass ein Querschnitt von mindes-
tens einigen der Saiten (9) des zweiten Satzes Sai-
ten (8) zur ersten Saitenvorrichtung (5) zunimmt, wo-
bei die erste Saitenvorrichtung (5) mindestens ein
erstes Verstärkungsmittel (10) umfasst, das am ers-
ten Ende (3) der länglichen Saitenanordnung (2) an-
geordnet ist, und die zweite Saitenvorrichtung (7)
mindestens ein zweites Verstärkungsmittel (11) um-
fasst, das am zweiten Ende (4) der länglichen Sai-
tenanordnung (2) angeordnet ist, wobei die Saiten-
anordnung (2) am Körper (12) montiert ist und wobei
die Saitenanordnung (2) durch ein Schwenkgelenk
(13) mit dem Körper (12) verbunden ist.

2. Elektrisch verstärktes Saiteninstrument (1) nach An-
spruch 1, wobei das Schwenkgelenk (13) in der Mitte
zwischen dem ersten Ende (3) und dem zweiten En-
de (4) der länglichen Saitenanordnung (2) angeord-
net ist.

3. Elektrisch verstärktes Saiteninstrument (1) nach An-
spruch 1 oder 2, wobei der Körper (12) in der Rich-
tung des ersten Satzes Saiten (6) und des zweiten
Satzes Saiten (8) während des Gebrauchs des Sai-
teninstruments (1) länglich ist und wobei der Körper
(12) ein erstes Streifenbefestigungsmittel (14), das
an einem ersten Körperende (15) des länglichen
Körpers (12) angeordnet ist, und ein zweites Strei-
fenbefestigungsmittel (16), das an einem zweiten
Körperende (17) des länglichen Körpers (12) ange-
ordnet ist, umfasst.

4. Elektrisch verstärktes Saiteninstrument (1) nach ei-
nem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei das erste Verstär-
kungsmittel (10) und das zweite Verstärkungsmittel
(11) angeordnet sind, um ein elektrisches Signal im
Einklang zu Vibrationen des ersten Satzes Saiten
(6) bzw. des zweiten Satzes Saiten (8) zu generie-
ren, wobei das Schwenkgelenk (13) Leitmittel (18)
umfasst, um die elektrischen Signale durch das
Schwenkgelenk (13) zu leiten.

5. Elektrisch verstärktes Saiteninstrument (1) nach ei-
nem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, wobei die erste
Saitenvorrichtung (5) und/oder die zweite Saitenvor-
richtung (7) Griffleisten (19) umfassen.

6. Elektrisch verstärktes Saiteninstrument (1) nach An-
spruch 5, wobei nur die erste Saitenvorrichtung (5)
oder die zweite Saitenvorrichtung (7) Griffleisten
(19) umfasst.

7. Elektrisch verstärktes Saiteninstrument (1) nach ei-
nem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, wobei das Sai-
teninstrument (1) Befestigungsmittel (20) zum Be-
festigen des Körpers (12) und der länglichen Saiten-
anordnung (2) in Relation zu einer gegenseitigen
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Drehung während des Gebrauchs des Saiteninstru-
ments (1) umfasst.

8. Elektrisch verstärktes Saiteninstrument (1) nach An-
spruch 7, wobei die Befestigungsmittel (20) einen
Kugelstößel (21) umfassen.

9. Elektrisch verstärktes Saiteninstrument (1) nach ei-
nem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, wobei die erste
Saitenvorrichtung (5) und die zweite Saitenvorrich-
tung (7) angeordnet sind, um sich im Wesentlichen
in derselben Ebene zu erstrecken.

10. Elektrisch verstärktes Saiteninstrument (1) nach ei-
nem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, wobei zwi-
schen der ersten Saitenvorrichtung (5) und der zwei-
ten Saitenvorrichtung (7) Freiraum (28) bereitgestellt
ist.

Revendications

1. Instrument à cordes amplifié électriquement (1)
comprenant :
un corps (12) et un agencement allongé à cordes (2)
comprenant un premier bout (3) et un deuxième bout
(4), ledit agencement à cordes (2) comprenant en
outre un premier ensemble à cordes (5) doté d’un
premier jeu de cordes (6) déployé entre ledit premier
bout (3) et ledit deuxième bout (4) dudit agencement
à cordes (2), et un deuxième ensemble à cordes (7)
doté d’un deuxième jeu de cordes (8) déployé entre
ledit premier bout (3) et ledit deuxième bout (4) dudit
agencement à cordes (2), ledit premier ensemble à
cordes (5) et ledit deuxième ensemble à cordes (7)
étant agencés côte à côte, de sorte qu’une section
transversale d’au moins certaines des cordes (9) du-
dit premier jeu de cordes (6) augmente vers ledit
deuxième ensemble à cordes (7), et de sorte qu’une
section transversale d’au moins certaines desdites
cordes (9) dudit deuxième jeu de cordes (8) aug-
mente vers ledit premier ensemble à cordes (5), ledit
premier ensemble à cordes (5) comprenant au moins
un premier dispositif d’amplification (10) agencé
audit premier bout (3) dudit agencement allongé à
cordes (2), et ledit deuxième ensemble à cordes (7)
comprenant au moins un deuxième dispositif d’am-
plification (11) agencé audit deuxième bout (4) dudit
agencement allongé à cordes (2), ledit agencement
à cordes (2) étant monté sur ledit corps (12), et ledit
agencement à cordes (2) étant raccordé audit corps
(12) par le biais d’une articulation à pivot (13).

2. Instrument à cordes amplifié électriquement (1) se-
lon la revendication 1, ladite articulation à pivot (13)
étant agencée au milieu entre ledit premier bout (3)
et ledit deuxième bout (4) dudit agencement allongé
à cordes (2).

3. Instrument à cordes amplifié électriquement (1) se-
lon la revendication 1 ou 2, ledit corps (12) étant
allongé dans la direction dudit premier jeu de cordes
(6) et dudit deuxième jeu de cordes (8) au cours de
l’utilisation dudit instrument à cordes (1), et ledit
corps (12) comprenant un premier dispositif de fixa-
tion d’une sangle (14) agencé à un premier bout (15)
du corps dudit corps allongé (12), et un deuxième
dispositif de fixation d’une sangle (16) agencé à un
deuxième bout (17) du corps dudit corps allongé
(12).

4. Instrument à cordes amplifié électriquement (1) se-
lon une quelconque des revendications 1-3, ledit pre-
mier dispositif d’amplification (10) et ledit deuxième
dispositif d’amplification (11) étant agencés pour gé-
nérer un signal électrique conformément à des vi-
brations dudit premier jeu de cordes (6) et dudit
deuxième jeu de cordes (8) respectivement, ladite
articulation à pivot (13) comprenant un dispositif con-
ducteur (18) pour la conduction desdits signaux élec-
triques à travers ladite articulation à pivot (13).

5. Instrument à cordes amplifié électriquement (1) se-
lon une quelconque des revendications précéden-
tes, ledit premier ensemble à cordes (5) et/ou ledit
deuxième ensemble à cordes (7) comprenant des
frettes (19).

6. Instrument à cordes amplifié électriquement (1) se-
lon la revendication 5, seulement ledit premier en-
semble à cordes (5) ou ledit deuxième ensemble à
cordes (7) comprenant des frettes (19).

7. Instrument à cordes amplifié électriquement (1) se-
lon une quelconque des revendications précéden-
tes, ledit instrument à cordes (1) comprenant un dis-
positif de fixation (20) pour la fixation dudit corps (12)
et dudit agencement allongé à cordes (2) en fonction
de leur rotation réciproque lors de l’utilisation dudit
instrument à cordes (1).

8. Instrument à cordes amplifié électriquement (1) se-
lon la revendication 7, ledit dispositif de fixation (20)
comprenant un poussoir à bille (21).

9. Instrument à cordes amplifié électriquement (1) se-
lon une quelconque des revendications précéden-
tes, ledit premier ensemble à cordes (5) et ledit
deuxième ensemble à cordes (7) étant agencés afin
d’être déployés substantiellement dans le même
plan.

10. Instrument à cordes amplifié électriquement (1) se-
lon une quelconque des revendications précéden-
tes, un espace libre (28) étant placé entre ledit pre-
mier ensemble à cordes (5) et ledit deuxième en-
semble à cordes (7).
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